To study the dynamics of revision activities of Wikipedia articles, we define 14 revision actions, annotate 6,950 revisions from 20 articles in four quality ranks (C, B, GA, and FA), and analyse revisions and revision actions in ten consecutive time periods. We identify four revision patterns: 1) revision actions at the sentence and link levels appear in similar paces; 2) the numbers of revision actions at sentence and link levels comparatively evenly grow with the article's age prior to the last time period; 3) the paces of media and reference-level actions tend to be lagged behind sentence and link-level actions; 4) before being promoted to the GA or FA rank, articles nominated to the GA or FA rank exhibit a significant rising pattern in amounts of revisions and revision actions. This pattern is validated with a larger set of 533 articles.
Introduction
According to a study by Gartner Group, businesses highly rely on the use of digital assets and capabilities (Gartner-Group, 2013) . Knowledge management processes have taken a substantial shift toward crowdsourcing, defined as an act of soliciting knowledge to specific topics from large groups of people (both internal and external of an organisation) in the form of an open call (Chiu et al., 2014) . One type of crowdsourcing application is peer production or user-generated content (Howe, 2006) . Crowd creation is an effective way of collecting implicit knowledge from population. However, it is identified as the most difficult activity in knowledge management practices (Kulkarni et al., 2007) , since the success of crowdsourcing depends on collaborative and knowledge-intensive processes. Thus, crowdsourcing is a new area to receive academic attentions (Zhao and Zhu, 2014) . As the largest and most popular wiki-based peer-production knowledge repository, Wikipedia has been extensively researched since the last decade. A large amount of research has focused on the quality in Wikipedia articles. Wikipedia article revision history serves as a valuable resource in understanding the relationship between revisions and information quality (Kane, 2011; Liu and Ram, 2011) .
In this article, we categorise Wikipedia revision activities into 14 action types. When examining the revision history of a Wikipedia article, we annotated revision activities using those 14 action types. Thus, a revision can contain multiple and different revision actions. We manually annotated 6,950 revisions from a corpus of 20 Wikipedia articles, which were randomly selected from four quality rankings -C, B, Good Article (GA), and Featured Article (FA). Our main contribution lies in discovering revision patterns from analysing the dynamics of revisions and various revision actions along the lifetime of an article (from the article's inception to the promotion to its highest quality rank). In summary, we discover four patterns with respect to revision actions and article quality. The discovered revision patterns disclose insights regarding Wikipedia user behaviours. The findings in this article can be operationalised into design guidelines for improving the usability of Wikipedia and potentially for other crowdsourcing communities as well. Moreover, the analytical method adopted in this study is applicable to other crowdsourcing and peer-generated knowledge repositories as long as revision history, which contains both revision activities and time stamps, is available. For instance, this approach can be applied to identify users' revision patterns in free textbook creations on wikibooks.com. Or it can be used to find collaborative patterns from user communities, such as communities in Apple.com and DiabetesDaily.com; different from revision action types identified in this study, action types for user communities could consist of agreement, disagreement, quotation, and editing.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews prior relevant studies in the literature, and then highlights the differences between extant studies and our work. Section 3 describes our approach in data preparations and introduces our 14 revision action types. Section 4 reports descriptive and analytical results and presents discovered revision patterns. Section 5 concludes the article with future directions.
Literature review
A large body of research has focused on the relationship between Wikipedia revisions and article quality. Some researchers attempt to identify crucial factors determining information quality in crowdsourcing. For example, Arazy et al. (2011) investigate the relationship between cognitive diversity (measured by the uniqueness of group member's experiences), task conflict (based on activities on articles' discussion pages), and information quality in Wikipedia articles. Rather than resorting the given article quality ranks from Wikipedia (such as FA and GA), three librarians independently and manually analyse 96 Wikipedia articles and evaluate information quality on the basis of accuracy, completeness, objectivity, and representation. Their findings indicate that cognitive diversity positively affects information quality, while task conflict has a negative effect on information quality (Arazy et al., 2011) . In order to develop hypotheses on factors significant to information quality, Kane (2011) conducts an in-depth case study on one Wikipedia article, 2007 Virginia Tech massacre. Then using 188 Wikipedia articles that were nominated for the FA rank, the author finds that content shaping (structuring, formatting, and polishing documents) and top contributors' depth of experience are positively correlated with information quality, and the number of anonymous users and top contributors' breadth of knowledge are negatively correlated with information quality (Kane, 2011) . As a subsequent study, by tracking promotion and demotion of Wikipedia FAs, Ransbotham and Kane (2011) discover that a moderate level of membership turnover positively affects collaborative success.
Aforementioned papers study the determinants of Wikipedia article quality at a generic level with minimal consideration on specific revision activities. Next, we discuss relevant work with respect to Wikipedia article revisions and article quality. Table 1 summarises different revision actions identified by four prior studies. In addition, our identified 14 revision actions and definitions can be found in Table 3 of Section 3. Jones (2008) analyses the user-composed brief revision summaries (rather than the actual revision contents) and annotates revisions with 11 revision actions in ten Wikipedia articles (five featured and five non-FAs). He claims that both featured and non-FAs exhibit higher ratios of insertion actions, compared with deletions and revisions. The FA group has similar numbers of content and surface revisions, while the non-FA group has fewer surface revisions and is dominated by content revisions. Compared with Jones (2008) , we combine style-oriented revision actions with sentence-level actions, which is similar to the design in the study by Liu and Ram (2011) . Additionally, we include the revisions toward references since references of an article significantly affect its quality (Ingawale et al., 2013) . Daxenberger and Gurevych (2013) categorise Wikipedia revision behaviours into 21 revision actions, and have three assistants manually annotated 891 revisions from 20 Wikipedia articles (ten in FA-rank and ten in non-FA-rank). They compare the actions between FA and non-FA groups, and between pre-promotion and post-promotion periods. They find that the higher quality articles exhibit higher level of heterogeneity in revision actions. Similarly, in a recent work, Lee and Seo (2016) study the collaborative dynamics on Wikipedia participants through their behavioural patterns. A key discovery is that as the numbers of participants and revisions grow, the increasing speed for revisions exceeds the speed for participants. Some studies resort to an automatic approach in facilitating revision annotation. For example, with a total of 1,600 articles from the ranks of C, B, GA, and FA, Liu and Ram (2011) study the relationship between community collaboration and article quality. By clustering contributors by their revision actions, they discover various collaboration patterns. Similarly, Li et al. (2014) conduct a lifecycle analysis of revision behaviours on FAs (i.e., FA) with a corpus consisting of 86% of all 3,819 FAs (as of March 2013) at three phases of the article lifecycle, namely pre-nomination, pre-promotion, and post-promotion. They discover that the intensity of insert, delete, and replace actions rises after nominations, and replace action exhibits a higher frequency than insert and delete actions. However, Liu and Ram (2011) and Li et al. (2014) do not report the performance for automatic action classification, such as prevision and recall values. Moreover, as shown in Table 1 , in Li et al. (2011) the classification for actions is coarse and the number of action types is only three. On the basis of the revision categorisation by Daxenberger and Gurevych (2013) , Yang et al. (2016) propose a categorisation framework with three types of actions (insertion, deletion, modification) toward different groups of objects (i.e., information, templates, and references) -which result in 24 distinct revision types. An automated classification method is then used to classify revision activities according to these 24 types and yields a result of F1-score at 0.643 on a 1,977-edit corpus. To better represent revision behaviours, a higher classification performance is desired.
While comparing our study to Liu and Ram (2011) and Daxenberger and Gurevych (2013) , even though the action categorisations are similar to a certain extent, the time-series analysis on the dynamics of revision behaviours conducted in this study reveals longitudinal revision patterns in Wikipedia articles. Different from the work by Li et al. (2014) , we examine the revision activities from inception to promotion at a finer granularity (i.e., at 10 time periods) with a more meaningful activity categorisation (14 action types versus 3) on four different ranks of articles, C, B, GA, and FA instead of just the FA rank. Such extension yields richer information for understanding the dynamics of revisions and specific revision activities in Wikipedia articles.
Another issue we examine in this project is vandalism and reverts in revisions. Wikipedia articles allow any user, registered or not, to edit its articles. Therefore, its contents are vulnerable to various forms of vandalism from spams to destructive messages. It is estimated that about 7% of the edits to Wikipedia are vandalism (Potthast, 2010) . Therefore, researchers propose various methods to automatically detect vandalisms (e.g., Potthast et al., 2008; Smets et al., 2008) . Wikipedia and many of its contributors have been constantly and actively fighting vandalism. For instance, thousands of bots have been developed to maintain articles, and some of them can automatically revert identified vandalism.
1 Like real community surveillance, a watchlist feature in Wikipedia allows users to join the watchlist of an article so that once the article is revised, the subscribers are notified.
2 Researchers have investigated the quality of Wikipedia articles. For example, after comparing 42 entries in both the Britannica, a traditional encyclopedia, and the English Wikipedia, an investigation in Nature finds that article quality in Wikipedia is similar to that of Britannica (Giles, 2005) . Furthermore, Rosenzweig (2006) evaluates 25 biographies in Wikipedia and comparable entries in two respected online encyclopedias, Encarta and American National Biography Online (ANBO), and concludes that in terms of accuracy and coverage, Wikipedia is between Encarta and ANBO. These efforts and results assure and confirm the so-called Linus's law in software development -"given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow" (Raymond, 1999) . Viégas et al. (2004) report that for mass deletion type of vandalism (i.e., more than 90% of the content was deleted) in Wikipedia, the median and mean fixing time is 2.8 minutes and 7.7 days.
Data preparations

Article selection
A WikiProject is a group of contributors who focus on a specific topic area, a specific location, or a specific set of tasks, and work together as a team to improve Wikipedia. 3 According to the Wikipedia Assessment project, 4 Wikipedia articles have been ranked by quality. Typical ranks (from low to high) include Stub, Start, C-class, B-class, GA-class, and FA-class. In this study, we select articles from four of the ranks (C, B, GA, and FA) to examine their revision actions. We exclude the two lowest ranks, Stub and Start, because articles in these ranks are 'quite incomplete' in content and references, and tend to be lack of collaborations. The same selection on the four article ranks can be found in Liu and Ram (2011) . Table 2 lists assessment criteria of the four ranks, which provides us the foundation for categorisation of the 14 action types. For GA and FA ranks, an article must first be nominated as a GA or FA candidate, and then be reviewed externally by editors not limited to this article's WikiProject. A candidate article needs to pass the review in order to be promoted to the quality rank. In contrary, C and B ranks are granted by editors of the same project without the nomination nor the review process (Liu and Ram, 2011) . As of September 2015, the English Wikipedia has nearly 5 million articles 5 and over 2,000 WikiProjects. For the purpose of article selection, it is desired to choose a WikiProject containing a sufficient number of articles under each of the four quality ranks because such selection would reduce the impact of different projects/topics toward article quality. After examining several dozens of WikiProjects, we chose the WikiProject, Dogs, and randomly selected five articles from each of the four quality ranks, which consisted a total of 20 articles. On July 9, 2015, we programmatically collected all revision history for each of the 20 articles from the time of an article's creation to the date when the article received its highest rating. Although an article remains at a quality rank for some time, its rank can be changed, such as being promoted to a higher rank, after the article has received certain revisions.
Action definition
On the basis of prior literature (Liu and Ram, 2011; Daxenberger and Gurevych, 2013) and our observation on Wikipedia assessment criteria, we define 14 revision action types. Table 3 summarises these actions and their definitions. For actions 7 to 9 (A7-A9), a Wikipedia internal link (also called wikilink) refers to a hyperlink to another Wikipedia article; while an external hyperlink refers to a link to a website outside of Wikipedia.
The 14 action types can be roughly categorised into five groups -sentence-oriented actions (A1-A3), media-oriented actions (A4-A6), link-oriented actions (A7-A9), reference-oriented actions (A10-A12), and Wikipedia-policy actions (A13-A14). Wikipedia-policy actions include vandalism and revert. In the following we use the 14 action types to annotate actual revision activities. 
Action annotation
Each revision was annotated according to our identified 14 action types. When labelling actions for a revision, the frequency of each action was counted. However, if there is an action A14 (vandalism) or A13 (revert) in a revision, the frequency of this action in this revision was always set to 1. 4 Analysis, results, and discussions
Article length and number of revisions
First, we explore the revision dataset and briefly report some descriptive statistics. The 20 articles contain a total of 6,950 revisions (empty revisions were excluded), and the number of revisions ranges from 22 to 1,053 per article. Table 4 shows the average article lengths (in bytes) and average numbers of revisions by quality rank. It is intuitive to observe that the article length increases as the quality rank goes higher. A similar trend is also observed on average numbers of revisions, although the B-class is slightly higher than the GA-class. This is because there is an article, Border Collie, in the B-class, which has the largest number (1,053) of revisions in our corpus. 
Growth of revisions and revision actions
In order to track the growth of revisions during an article's progress, for each article we evenly divided the time span from the article's inception to its promotion into ten periods, denoted as t 1 , t 2 , …, t 10 . On the basis of these time periods, we perform various analysis to our dataset from different perspectives in order to investigate the revision dynamics. Figure 2 illustrates normalised ratios of revisions for each quality rank from t 1 to t 10 . At the end of each time period, we first identified the total number of revisions for each article; then for each article we normalised the percentage of revisions at the end of each time period, i.e., total number of revisions at the end of t i / total number of revisions at the end of t 10 ; finally for each quality rank and each time period, we calculated an average percentage from the percentages over all five articles in the same quality rank. For each article, we use normalised ratios instead of the absolute revision numbers because a larger absolute revision number from an article can dominate the average and might bias the results. For example, at the end of t 1 , the numbers of revisions for the five B-rank articles are 2, 3, 4, 11, and 268, respectively. If using absolute values, the number 268 introduces bias to the equation, total number of revision at t 1 / total number of revisions at the end of t 10 , by outweighing other four articles of the same rank. In Figure 2 , GA and FA rank articles reveal obviously steeper slopes in the last time period t 10 than C and B articles, indicating the revision numbers in the last time period increased dramatically. For GA and FA articles, compared with the dynamics in the last time period, the growth at the prior nine time periods appear to be much smoother. And C and B rank articles do not exhibit such a dramatic increase pattern in the last time period.
Next, we examine this sharp rising pattern by drilling down from the level of revision to the level of individual action types. Table 5 presents detailed percentages for individual revision actions in each quality rank at the last time period t 10 . For example, for action A1, by average 52% of all sentence insertion actions occurred in the last time period for the five articles in the GA rank. It is clear that GA and FA ranks demonstrate the sharp rising pattern in most of the 14 revision actions. As explained above regarding the normalised ratios, each percentage value in Table 5 is an average of five percentages in the last time period, t 10 , from five individual articles. Thus, an one-tailed t-test is conducted to compare ratios between a higher rank and a lower rank -FA vs. B, FA vs. C, GA vs. B, and GA vs. C, respectively. In the t-test each of the two comparison groups has 70 values (14 actions types × 5 articles). We discover that in the last time period, the FA or GA rank has significantly higher portion of revision actions than the B or C rank. These differences are statistically significant, and the p-values for the above four pairs of comparisons are 0.015, 0.000, 0.000, and 0.000, respectively. The results suggest that higher rank articles receive significantly more revision activities during the last time period than the lower rank articles because the higher rank articles' promotional reviews happened in the last time period. Aforementioned sharp risings for both revisions and revision actions clearly suggest that GA and FA articles received significantly increased edits from contributors during the article review periods which either include or exist in the t 10 periods. As explained in Section 3.1, in regards to the different review processes between the higher and lower quality articles, being nominated as a GA or FA candidate significantly increased the exposure of a higher quality candidate article so that it received a lot more revisions during the review period. From the revision action's perspective, sentence-level actions (A1-A3) represent improvements in text or content; thus, they are relevant to the GA and FA assessment criteria of 'well-written', 'comprehensive', and 'broad in coverage'. Media insertion (A4) and all link and reference level actions (A7-A12) indicate enrichment of text, thus, they can be associated with the criteria of 'well-researched' and 'verifiable'. It is justifiable that our findings align with the ranking criteria of Wikipedia articles. Next, we further discuss the aggregated results in subsequent sections.
Insertion, modification, and deletion actions
First, we compare three basic categories of actions, namely insertion (A1, A4, A7, A10), modification (A2, A5, A8, A11), and deletion (A3, A6, A9, A12), at a high level by aggregating four action types of each category, such as combining insertions for sentences, media, links, and references as the category of insertion, and also across four quality ranks. As shown in Figure 3 , across the ten time periods, insertion actions consistently outnumber modification actions, and the latter outnumber deletion actions. In the last time period, the growth rates of the three action categories, reflected by slopes of the curves, follow the same sequence. 
Revision actions at sentence, media, link, and reference levels
Next, we aggregate revision actions into four different categories, sentence-level (A1-A3), media-level (A4-A6), link-level (A7-A9), and reference-level (A10-A12), across insertion, modification, and deletion actions, as well as four quality ranks. As shown in Figure 4 , from the largest to the smallest by the numbers of actions, the sequence is sentence-level, link-level, reference-level, and media-level. The number for sentence-level actions (11,347) is more than one magnitude greater than the number for media-level actions (302). 
Revision action dynamics of lower and higher quality articles
According to the assessment criteria in Table 2 and the article review process described in Section 3.1, the group of GA and FA represents higher quality than the group of C and B. Prior Figure 2 and Table 5 clearly present the sharp rising pattern of revision activities at the last time period (t 10 ) for GA and FA articles. Therefore, when further analysing revision actions, we group the four quality ranks into two groups, so that C and B together as the lower quality group, whereas GA and FA together as the higher quality group, in order to see both common and differentiated patterns across the two quality groups. On the basis of the two quality groups and four action categories (sentence-level, media-level, link-level, and reference-level), we examine the dynamics of revision actions across the ten time periods. As illustrated in the prior Figure 4 , the absolute numbers of actions at different levels vary dramatically, thus, we again use the normalised rations for each level across the ten time periods in the following two figures. Figure 5 displays normalised ratios of four types of actions for the higher quality group, while Figure 6 is for the lower quality one. From the two figures, we observe the following patterns. 
Vandalism and repair
When annotating revisions, the researcher labelled a revision action as vandalism if it entailed a deliberate attempt to undermine a Wikipedia article. However, sometimes the domain knowledge was insufficient, or the revision actions were controversial. In such cases, it was determined that these actions were labelled as revision actions other than vandalism. An example is whether to describe hare coursing as a bloodsport. In total, there are 569 revisions labelled as vandalism (A14) in our corpus, which were all repaired by subsequent 457 revert actions (A13), 73 revisions with sentence deletion actions (A3), 33 revisions with sentence modification actions (A2), and a few more revisions falling in other action types. In total about 80% of vandalism actions were repaired by revert actions. Kane (2011) claims that most harm was performed by anonymous users. Among the 569 vandalism actions, 493 (86.6%) were conducted by anonymous users. Thus, our result is consistent with the Kane's finding. There are a total of 557 revisions labelled as revert in our dataset, and thus 18% (1 -457/557) of revert actions were not applied to vandalism. 
Re-examining the sharp rising pattern in a larger dataset
To further validate the sharp rising pattern, we programmatically collected revision activities for all articles under the Dogs WikiProject from the articles' inceptions to promotions to their highest ranks. The second column in Table 7 shows the numbers of articles in each quality rank in this larger dataset. The third and fourth columns compare the average percentages for numbers of revisions in the last time period t 10 between the larger dataset of 533 articles and the 20 sample articles. For the 14 articles in the FA rank, 37.8% of revisions occurred in the last time period; for the 227 C-rank article, the percentage is only 15.9%. Thus, the sharp rising pattern observed in the previous sample of 20 articles still holds. Similar to the t-test analysis performed in Section 4.2 (which was conducted on a smaller set of 20 articles), here we ran another one-tailed t-test to compare revision percentages between a higher rank and a lower rank -FA vs. B, FA vs. C, GA vs. B, and GA vs. C, respectively, with all articles in the WikiProject Dogs. The p-values of the four pairs of comparisons are all less than 0.01, which assures the statistical significance of the discovery. This analysis on the larger dataset reconfirms that higher rank articles receive significantly more revision activities during the last time period (during which the nominated articles receive promotional reviews) than the lower rank articles -hence, the finding reported in Section 4.2 is not biased in the smaller sample dataset. Due to the tedious and time consuming nature of the manual annotation for revision actions, we decide that manually annotating this larger dataset is out of the scope for this study.
Conclusions and future directions
In the light of understanding the dynamics of Wikipedia article revisions and their relationship to information quality, we design and conduct a case study to analyse the revision history of Wikipedia articles. Our first contribution is to define the 14 types of revision actions toward Wikipedia articles. On the basis of these action types, we annotate 6,950 revisions from 20 articles randomly selected from four quality ranks (C, B, GA, and FA). We apply an analytical approach and thoroughly examine the dynamics of revisions and various revision actions across ten-time periods from an article's inception to the promotion to its highest quality rank. After analysing articles in higher and lower quality groups, our second contribution is to identify four interesting revision patterns as follows, three of which are common to both higher and lower quality groups, and one pattern is unique to the higher quality group.
• The first pattern shows that sentence-level actions exhibit similar paces as the corresponding link-level actions. This pattern suggests that when users perform sentence-level actions (sentence insertion, modification, and deletion), there are often link-level actions occurred in the same review sessions. This pattern can be observed in figures, such as Figures 5 and 6.
• The second pattern is that compared with media-and reference-level actions, the sentence-and link-level actions show smoother growth curves over time, except for the higher quality rank (i.e., GA and FA) at the last time period (t 10 ) during the nomination to a higher quality rank. This pattern indicates a general revision behaviour that the cumulative amounts of sentence-level and link-level revision actions are roughly proportional to the article's age, except during the last time period for GA and FA articles.
• The third pattern shows that the volatility of media-and reference-level actions are generally lagged behind the corresponding sentence-and link-level actions. Especially, most of those media-and reference-level actions occur at later time. This pattern sheds light on another general revision pattern of Wikipedia articles that users perform more media-and reference-level operations, such as adding, changing and removing images, files, and references, after the textual contents and links have been constructed to a certain extend.
• The fourth pattern applies only to the higher quality group of articles. In the last time period prior to the promotions to the GA or FA rank, nominated articles receive significantly increased numbers of revisions, and this pattern also applies to most of the 14 revision action types as well. This sharp rising pattern suggests that due to the appearance on nomination lists, candidates of GA and FA attract more attentions from users and thus receive much more contributions during their review periods. Furthermore, this pattern is validated with a larger dataset that consists of all (533) articles under the four quality ranks from the Dogs WikiProject.
history can be useful to understand the dynamics influencing the revision process. As Wikipedia keeps snapshots of different versions in the revision history, conducting text analytics on the changes between subsequent versions might result in interesting insights toward information quality. Another direction is to analyse revision activities using association rule analysis (Zhang et al., 2010) and sequential rule mining (Yip and Nembhard, 2015) to discover intelligent knowledge from frequently co-occurred revision actions and identify frequent approximate sequential patterns.
